In this paper an open acyclic queuing network with exponentially distributed service and inter arrival times is considered. Using a transformation of this network to a network of multiphase type it is proved that its flows are Poisson and some of these flows are independent. Applications to systems with retrial queues are described.
Introduction
In this paper an open acyclic queuing network with exponentially distributed service and inter arrival times is considered. It is proved that the network flows are Poisson and some of these flows are independent.
This research is based on the Burke theorem [1] statement that a stationary output flow in multiserver system with Poisson input flow and exponentially distributed service times is Poisson also. The Burke theorem is supplemented by a transformation of a directed acyclic network into a network of multiphase type in which its nodes set is divided into a sequence of non intersected subsets and directed edges connect only nodes of neighbour subsets.
In the paper results for acyclic queuing networks are spread onto queuing systems with retrial queues and infinite numbers of servers in their nodes.
Calculation of maximal ways lengths in acyclic directed graph
Consider directed acyclic graph G with the nodes set U = {1, . . . , n} and the edges set V. Assume that in the graph G there is a way from the node 1 to each node i. For any node i define the maximal length l i of all ways from the node 1 to the node i, l 1 = 0.
To calculate l i , i = 2, . . . , n, introduce the matrix
Then for any pair of nodes which are not connected by an edge the quantity d Construct an analogue of the Floid-Worshell algorithm [2, P. 1296] to find the matrix of maximal ways lengths between nodes in directed acyclic graph.
. . , n, where d k i, j equals the infinity if and only if in the graph G there is not a way connecting the nodes i, j, which passes through the nodes 1, . . . , k only. If such ways exist then the quantity d k i, j is maximal length of them. It is simple to prove the following theorem.
The matrices D n = ||d n i, j || n i, j=1 define maximal lengths of ways between graph G nodes if such ways exist. If such ways do not exist relative matrix elements equal the infinity.
So using Theorem 1.1 it is possible to calculate maximal lengths of ways from the node 1 to nodes i = 2, . . . , n :
Transformation of open acyclic queuing network into network of multiphase type
Consider open acyclic queuing network S with the finite number of nodes U = {1, . . . , n} and Poisson input flow with the intensity λ 1 . Motions of customers in the network S are defined by the route matrix Θ = ||θ i,j || n i,j=1 , consisting of transition probabilities θ i,j that a customer moves to the node j after a service in the node i. Here θ 1,i is the probability that a customer of input flow is directed to the node i and θ i,1 is the probability that after a service in the node i a customer departs from this network, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
In the node k of the network S there are n k identical servers with exponential service time distribution 1 − exp(−µ k t), t ≥ 0, which has the parameter
Construct the graph G with the nodes set U = {1, . . . , n} and with the set of edges V so that (i, j) ∈ V if θ i, j > 0. Assume that the matrix Θ satisfy the condition that the graph G is acyclic. Call such network directed and acyclic.
Consider the system of balance linear equations for stationary input intensities λ k to the network S nodes k = 2, . . . , n :
This system may be rewritten as follows:
where U i is the set of nodes from which customers move to the node i. It is obvious that for fixed intensity λ 1 > 0 of input flow the system (1) has the single solution λ 2 , . . . , λ n . Assume that for any k = 2, . . . , n, the following inequality is true
Then in the network S there is the stationary (ergodicity) regime [3] . Transform the network S into the network S of multiphase type in which the set of all nodes is divided into subsets L k , of nodes at the distance k from the node 1, and transitions may be only between a node of the subset L p to a node from the subset
This transformation begins from the graph G. It is clear that for any node i ∈ L p , p = 1, . . . , K, all nodes from which there are edges to the node i, may contain only in the subsets
∈ V because the graph G is acyclic and so l i > q ≥ p and consequently i / ∈ L p .
Assume that for the same conditions i ∈ L p , j ∈ L q , q < p, the graph G contains the edge (j, i). Then in this edge it is possible to insert p − q − 1 sham nodes which contain in the subsets L q+1 , . . . , L p−1 . Fig. 1 . Introduction of sham node into acyclic graph.
After such transformation of the graph G into the graph G a length of each ways from the node 1 to the node i equals l i , and directed edges of the graph G connect only nodes of neighbour subsets
It is clear that such transformation of the graph G into the graph G does not change the flow moving along the edge (i, j), if such sham nodes pass customers without delays. Denote such queuing network by S . As a result the network S is transformed into the network S of multiphase type.
Stationary flows in acyclic queuing networks
An aim of this paper is to analyse stationary flows in the network S, to prove that its flows are Poisson and to research their independence. This analysis is based on the Burke theorem [1] .
Begin our research from properties of flows in the network S . Assume that random vectors (n
2 ) characterize numbers of customers in the flows Λ 1 , Λ 2 in non intersected seg-
] of time half axis t ≥ 0. Say that random flows Λ 1 , Λ 2 are independent if for any finite sequence of non intersected segments [t (1) , t
2 ) are independent.
Lemma 3.1 Assume that Λ = {0 ≤ t 1 ≤ t 2 ≤ . . .} is Poisson flow with the intensity λ and each point of Λ independently from other points with the probability p 1 becomes a point of the flow Λ 1 and with the probability p 2 = 1−p 1 becomes a point of the flow Λ 2 . Then the flows Λ 1 , Λ 2 are Poisson with the intensities λp 1 , λp 2 and independent.
Proof. Take arbitrary segment [t, t + T ], 0 ≤ t, 0 < T and denote n, n 1 , n 2 numbers of points in the flows Λ, Λ 1 , Λ 2 on this segment. Calculate the probability
Assume now that the segments [t (1) , t
] of time half axis do not intersect. Analogously (2) it is possible to prove independence of random vectors (n
2 ) according these segments and an independence of their components. Lemma 3.1 is proved. Proof. From Corollary 3.2 we have that all flows of the network S , departing from the node 1 are Poisson and independent. Using Lemmas 3.1, 3.3 and the Burke theorem it is easy to obtain that all flows departing from the node i ∈ L 1 , are Poisson and independent.
Assume that flows departing from nodes of the subset L p are Poisson and independent. Then using Corollary 3.2, Lemma 3.3 and the Burke theorem we obtain that flows departing from nodes of the subset L p+1 are Poisson and independent also. So for any p, p = 1, . . . , K, Theorem 3.4 statement is true. Proof. In frames of Theorem 3.4 conditions transiting from the network S to the initial network S it is possible to obtain that all flows of the network S are Poisson.
Remark 3.6 Using this transition it is possible to list sets of independent flows.
Systems with retrial queues
Systems with retrial queues are of large interest for specialists in the queuing theory [6] , [7] . Last years special interest is connected with systems with retrial queues and infinite number of servers [8] - [10] . These articles initiate a construction of sufficiently general models of queuing networks with infinite number of servers in their nodes.
A specific of systems with infinite number of servers and retrial queues is a possibility to represent them in a form of directed acyclic graph. In this section we make an attempt to analyse flows in these systems in the most general form.
Consider infinite server queuing system with Poisson input flow and exponentially distributed times of customers service. Assume that each customer may be served repeatedly. Different protocols of such system work are possible. For an example a distribution of second service time may differ from a distribution of first service time and etc. (a number of repeated services may differ from one). Transform a system with retrial queues and infinite number of servers in nodes into a network with two nodes and infinite number of servers in them (see Fig. 2 ). The first node makes primary service and the second one -secondary service. As numbers of servers in this system nodes are infinite so such system conserves an order of customers service. This replacement allows to construct more general systems with retrial queues.
A natural generalization of such queuing system is a network with infinite numbers of servers in its nodes. For an example it is possible to transform an open network of Jackson type with infinite number of servers in its nodes into acyclic directed network. This network may be described by an directed acyclic graph G in which each edge is directed from its single minimal node 1 to all other nodes. Here a minimality means in terms of a natural order on the nodes set. Such network may be analysed using Theorem 3.4.
A generalization of this network model is a suggestion that service time of a customer is hyperexponential (a probability mixture of exponential distributions). This generalization is based on an approximation of distributions with heavy tails by hyperexponential distributions [11] . To realize this idea it is necessary to transform infinite server queuing system with hyperexponential service times distribution into a network with with exponential service times distributions and infinite numbers of servers in its nodes (see Fig. 3 ). Fig. 3 . Transformation of system with hyperexponential service times distribution into network with exponential times distributions.
